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The three branches of the programme
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σ ~ mb
• cross sections: total, elastic, inelastic 
• elastic scattering: Coulomb-nuclear interference and small-t 

behaviour, diffractive structure at large t 
• event structure at ~0 degrees (LHCf  — done for run2, may come 

back in run 3 for pA runs with light A)

=> dedicated optics, μ~0, time-limited and one-off runs

σ ~ μb - nb • Central exclusive production in the few GeV-100 GeV mass 
range (elastic, inelastic) cross sections 

• Spectroscopy (glueballs, charmonium) 
• Missing-energy searches 
• dijets/hvqs/DY production, pomeron structure and PDFs 
• …

=> varied needs in terms of μ, ∫ L and optics



The three branches of the programme
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σ ~ pb - fb • Central exclusive production above few 100 GeV 
• Hard dijets 
• γγ → VV (V=W,Z,γ) and anomalous couplings 
• Heavy resonances in γγ fusion 
• …

=> high-μ, high-lumi optics, adapted to maximize 
acceptance at low mass, but without compromising ∫ L 

With the final deployment and commissioning of the new 
detector components (AFP and CT-PPS) through 2016-17, 

it’s becoming integral part of standard data taking 

=> no need of special discussion today
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Total cross sections

ATLAS and TOTEM obtained measurements at 7 and 
8 TeV, and are working on 13 TeV (β* = 2.5km run) 



Total cross sections

??
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TOTEM arXiv:1610.00603

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1610.00603
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Future measurements
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• Extend energy range, ideally from injection energy up to the maximum 
to be reached by the LHC in the future. In particular: 
• match the Tevatron energy (2 TeV), and possibly go to 900 GeV 
• map out the energy dependence of the ρ parameter, with precision 

at least O(10%) to establish turn-over at ~ 1-2 TeV 
• map out the energy dependence of the nuclear slope parameter(s)

ρ14 TeV – ρ2 TeV ~ 0.1 ~ 10% ρ



Forward physics at intermediate XS’s
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Keywords: soft/hard diffraction, double diffraction, central 
exclusive production, rapidity gaps, pomeron structure

Example 1: dijets in double-pomeron exchange
Goal: determine the gluonic structure (“PDF”) of the pomeron  — if such a thing exists ….

Rapidity gap to tag 
pomeron exchange

Tag protons with RPs, measure 
momentum, determine MX, yX

Measure jets and determine 
Mjj and yjj

• MX,jj vs yX,jj gives the momentum fraction of the gluon w.r.t. pomeron, xPgluon 
• Beam optics defines the range of proton acceptance for a given MX.  
• Higher β* gives access to smaller MX, but this not crucial for this measurement: at MX values 

accessible to β* = 0.4-0.5m, and with L~1-10 pb–1 ,  there is enough lever arm in Mjj/MX to 
probe a useful range of xPgluon
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Example 2: gamma+jet in double-pomeron exchange
Goal: determine the quark structure (“PDF”) of the pomeron 

Rate sensitive to relative 
fraction of up and down 
quarks. Pomeron interpretation 
would require u=d=-s ….

Additional info from W production (including charge asymmetry)

Generalization to heavy quark production, etc
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Example 3: exclusive low-mass production

glueball, charmonium states, 
spectroscopy in the 1.5 - 4 GeV 
mass region

• Demands coincidence of mass reconstruction from X decays products and from proton 
momentum reconstruction 

• Proton acceptance at low MX crucial => demands high β* (70-90m) 
• Detection of relevant resonances (e.g. f0(1710)) expected to require O(1 pb–1). Full study of 

decay modes, partial wave analysis in mass bins, etc, => O(10 pb–1) 
• TOTEM vertical timing upgrade designed to allow data-taking at μ~O(1)

X
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Example 4: exclusive missing mass detection

X includes invisible particles, detect 
mismatch between observed mass and 
what reconstructed from pp system

• Acceptance at low masses (O(100 GeV) and below) requires high β* (70-90m) 
• Requires at least 50 pb–1 to give sensitivity to potential signals 
• Its interest may be enhanced by detection during the standard running, or to conclusively 

exclude corners of phase-space for DM candidates

X



Conclusions
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• Rich programme of forward physics is within reach of the LHC 

• This should be seen as integral part of the LHC deliverables 

• A good fraction of it can now be done during standard running ops 
(ATLAS-AFB, CT-PPS, LHCb, ALICE) 

• A very important element, however, does require special runs and 
cannot be avoided: 

• total cross sections at different energies 

• low-mass exclusive production and spectroscopy


